I. INTRODUCTION
One of the popular medical imaging method nowadays was Computed tomography (CT) created by computer image processing. Two-dimensional X-ray images are taken around the patient creating a large series of X-ray images usually contains more than 100 images of the patient body depending on the part of the body that been examined in a single axis of rotation. The X-ray images series can be representing in three-dimensional structures. The basic concept CT imaging is to produce cross sectional images of internal body organs and tissues.
Image restoration objective was to recover back an image from degraded image due to blur and noise when image acquisition. In order to restore back the image,prior knowledge of the degradation phenomenon and inverse filter must be obtain [12] . Direct inverse filtering usually use to restore the degraded image unfortunately the inverse filtering unable to cope when noises are taken into consideration [9] .
In many applications especially medical imaging, degrada tion process typically happen due to blurring process by im perfect resolution of the imaging system. Another degradation image process is ramdom fluctuations in signal intensity or known as noise [15] . In this procedure, Wiener filter was used because it take noise into consideration for inverse filtering [ 12] .
A. Computed Tomography Image Figure 1 shows a sample of CT image captured by CT scan machine in Dicom format. Default file size every each of the image was vary around 750K bit. Every each CT image have width and height corresponds to 512 and 512 respectively meanwhile the color type of this image was RGB. The CT machine use to generate these CT scan images are Siemens SOMATOM Emotion 6 CT Scanner and operate by radiologist of Country Heights Health Tourism Sdn. Bhd. This example of CT image was taken from female patient body. The body part that been examined was abdomen which specifically from below chest area until initial of leg. These CT images consist of total 275 CT images. The slice thickness of every CT images is 2.5mm. Figure 1 showing the initial of CT image for this patient body which is particularly below chest and initial of stomach area. The black color area with several small white dots inside the body image are lungs and a grey round object in the middle of the body image is heart, white color around lungs are ribs meanwhile around ribs are muscles tissue and the black area around muscles with a lot of nerves inside it are fascia fat. A bright white color below the heart is back bone and lastly between heart and back bone with round shape is aorta that functioning to distribute oxygenated blood to all parts of the body. Soft tissue usually consist of fat, muscle, tendon and blood vessels and generally soft tissue layers exist around organs or bones in various type of soft tissue depend on the function of the organs [3] .
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The main advantage of CT imaging compare to other imaging techniques is able to generate clear images of inner Example of CT image was shown in Figure 1 .
human body and cheaper compare to other medical imaging techniques. CT image has some advantages compare to MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) image especially in bone struc ture visualization which CT image will show more complex detail of bones compare to MRI image [7] , [6] , [11] , [10] . The disadvantage of CT image is less detail in soft tissue visualization compare to MRI image [1] , [5] , [13] , [2] , [3] .
Wiener filter had proven to yield a better result of restoration compare to other restoration technique [14] , [17] . Wiener filter also quite popular among medical imaging field and had been applied to various major imaging procedure such as CT, MRI, PET and SPECT [12] .
In CT image the bright color correspond to bones mean while the dark color corresponds to organs and soft tissues [8] . Furthermore CT image very useful to determine the extent of bone destruction [3] and MRI scan cost much more expensive than CT scan. Contrast enhancement for CT image very significant to evaluate the extent of disease around soft tissue area [16] . CT image often badly degraded by streak artifact around thick cortical bone however it never happen to MRI image result in lack of visualization of some soft tissue tumors [3] . For brain imaging data usually MRI was used due to MRI image was better in differentiating soft tissue [10] . In [5] the CT image can only detect until 28 cases out of 35 of proven cases on soft tissue masses of extremities. In some cases the extent of the disease involving soft tissue can be detect by CT scan however it need further test such as blood or urine test to confirm the disease [16] . Sometimes depend to the disease of the patient, both MRI and CT can provide good visualization of the disease [8] .
Less research was done for CT image soft tissue enhance ment because the disadvantages in this particular part had been overcome by the existence of MRI machine. Unfortunately for poor or war country, CT machine is extremely important due to cheaper and low cost maintenance compare of MRI machine. Furthermore for some country those medical costs are very expensive, so most patient will seek other cheaper alternatives of scan.
III. METHODOLOGY
The procedure used in this paper was image restoration us ing Wiener filter. Wiener filter is a well known filter technique to remove noise and invert the blurring image simultaneously. This technique is quite popular among medical imaging to enhance the quality of digital nuclear medicine imaging field. Image restoration attempts to reconstruct back the original image from degraded image using knowledge that creates the degradation to the image. Degradation may come from blur or noise [9] .
The degraded image is given by
where g(x, y) is the degraded image (where x and y are coordinates of pixel in an image),n(x, y) is additive noise, f(x, y) is an original image or undegraded image and h(x, y)
is degradation function or point spread function (PSF) while the symbol "18)" show convolution operator. So the main 2 objective of image restoration is to recover the original or undegraded image f (x, y) from degraded image 9 (x, y). The model in Equation 1 is written in an equivalent spatial do main, since the convolution in spatial domain similar to the frequency domain [4] .
So Fourier transform result in
where g(x, y), f(x, y), h(x, y) and n(x, y) correspond to the G(u, v), F(u,v), H(u,v) and N(u,v) respectively [4] .
The concept of Wiener filter is to approximate F (x, y) from undegraded f(x, y) so that it minimize the mean s g uare error (MSE) between f(x,y) the original image with F(x,y) the estimate restore image.
Wiener filter equation was given by
where
and lastly �;;t�:�j is the ratio of the power spectrum of the noise to the power spectrum of the undegraded image [4] .
In order to estimate the F (u, v), we must know the degra dation function H (u, v) or point spread function (PSF) for the image. In this procedure of image restoration, the degradation function was assumed as 2D Gaussian function model [17] .
The 2D Gaussian function model can be expressed by
where A is a constant which A > 0 and (Y is the variance. An advantage of Wiener filter is it take noise effect into consideration for image restoration [17] .
So the significant part of this filter is to find the power spectrum of noise and power spectrum of original image which are Svv (u, v) and Sf f ( u, v) respectively. In this experiment, the estimate ratio of �vv�u, v j value was treat as constant, so I} u, v to find the best value 01 the constant, try and error technique was used [14] .
The relationships between Sff(u, v), Sgg(u, v)and
where Sgg(u, v) is the power spectrum of the degraded image [14] . Figure 2 shows a relationship of Equation 5 using the best constant NSR value using Figure 1 . The graph shows the intensity value of pixel along row 257 between column 256 until 266, from the graph it proved that the intensity values of pixel of power spectrum of degraded image was equal to the power spectrum of original image plus power spectrum of noise in image as expressed by Equation 5. Several results of CT images after restoration procedure using Wiener filter and the comparison table of different NSR values used in Equation 3 were shown below.
Result of Figure I after restoration procedures were as Figure 3 . Clearly in Figure 3 showed soft tissue areas were enhanced from contrast perspective further showing more detail of soft tissue compared to Figure I . Result CT image showed enhancement also occurred around organs and bones areas which were soft tissues also exist. The organs and bones part areas less affect from this restoration technique due to these areas contains less soft tissue areas and major effect only occurred to soft tissue areas. The nerve vessels also clearly visible in the result CT image and it was a very significant to help physician to determine another or extent of the disease. A comparison contrast between the Figure 1 and Figure 3 especially in soft tissue area were shown in Figure 5 . Figure 4 show the selected pixels data from A until B that was taken to compare the intensity values of original CT and image and CT image after restoration. Figure 5 show the intensity information values along row 358 from column 250 until 290 for original and result CT image Figure 1 and Figure 3 respectively. Horizontal axis corresponds to the pixel position in the same row meanwhile the vertical axis corresponds to the amplitude of intensity at each pixel. The trend of the graph showed that the original CT image only show small changed in intensity value between adjoin pixels meanwhile the intensity in result CT image clearly show rapid changed value between adjoin pixels caused the result CT image showing high contrast. Image restoration technique using Wiener filter had improved the intensity values between adjoin pixels so that it would enhance the contrast of the CT image further showing more detail of soft tissue.
A. Comparison of Diff erent NSR Values
Ta ble I show different constant NSR values used in Equation 3 . From the experiment on Figure 1 , the best value of NSR was 0.005. Compare to other NSR values, the other result CT images showed blurry CT images or noisy CT images causing the soft tissues detail hard to visualize with human eyes. The best constant values of NSR corresponds to 0.005, it means that power spectrum of image higher than power spectrum of noise. The noise has less effect on the image itself. Figure 6 show the intensity values at specific row and between certain ranges of column from A until B corresponds to 25�, ,-.----.----.----. ----r�r= == == == ==� 
B. Result of Diff erent CT images
Another examples of CT images after restoration process using Wiener filter. These CT images were taken from the same patient. Figure 7 show the original CT image and Figure 8 show the result of CT image after restoration process. Figure 9 shows comparison intensity data between Figure 7 and 8 along row 181 from column 320 until 390. Figure 10 and 11 show effect of restoration process using Wiener filter to the CT image that contains less soft tissue but more organs and bones. Figure 10 shows an original CT image with most of the CT image is cover by organs. The soft tissue areas are just small areas that cover around the organs and bones. Figurell is result CT image after restoration procedure. The result of CT image had proved that this restoration technique less affect CT image that contains more organs and bones. the contrast of CT image. Furthermore this technique had overcome the disadvantages of CT image which was lack of detail in soft tissue visualization. The procedure used was based on inverse filtering in frequency domain. The result of CT image after enhancement was significantly show high contrast compared to the original CT image generate by CT machine. It helps the physician to notice any abnormal conditions to the organs and bones or to predict the extent of a disease or injuries in patient body. However result of CT image after image restoration pro cedures only showed soft tissue area such as fats, muscles, tendons and blood vessels that been enhance meanwhile other areas such as bone and organs only have least effect. The image restoration procedures least significant to the CT image that have less soft tissue area.
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